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Abstract 
Hospitality brand managers are well aware that creating customer value is a key aspect of brand 
management. For hotel operators in India, the internet and social media are newly emerging issues that 
are inextricably related to creating customer value. All hoteliers seek to solve the intricate puzzle of 
customer loyalty as it relates to customer value and brand management. In the first Cornell Industry 
Roundtable held in India, the discussion focused on how to create and measure customer value in the 
electronic era. Given fast-evolving technological advances (e.g., mobile apps and other innovations, social 
media, opaque pricing) and rapid hospitality industry growth in India and other emerging markets, the 
topic of customer value is particularly timely. Thus, this roundtable discussion began with issues 
surrounding customer value, and then continued into the realm of social media, as that topic relates to 
brand management and value creation. 
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attuned	 to	 potential	 guests’	 search	 processes,	 which	 vary	 according	 to	 market	 segment.	 Although	










Hospitality	brand	managers	are	well	aware	that	creating	customer	value	is	a	key	aspect	of	brand	management.	For	hotel	operators	in	India,	the	internet	and	social	media	are	newly	emerging	issues	that	are	inextricably	related	to	creating	customer	value.	All	hoteliers	 seek	 to	 solve	 the	 intricate	puzzle	of	customer	 loyalty	as	 it	 relates	 to	
customer	value	and	brand	management.	In	the	first	Cornell	Industry	Roundtable	held	in	India,	the	
discussion	 focused	on	how	 to	 create	 and	measure	 customer	value	 in	 the	 electronic	 era.	Given	 fast-
evolving	technological	advances	(e.g.,	mobile	apps	and	other	innovations,	social	media,	opaque	pricing)	





































































































































Brian Ferguson, Expedia, presented issues 
surrounding OTAs
Deepa Misra Harris, The Taj GroupAnil Aggarwal, Milestone Internet Marketing, 
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Comprehensive Social Media Program




•Tactically react to issues and 
questions
•Consolidate and summarize all 
activity into one interface
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Social Media Analytics Categories
Descriptive Statistics
• Quantify activity on 
various channels
• Compare channel 
performance
• Tactically address guest 
issues
Social Network Analysis
• Evaluate networks of guests
• Establish influencer/follower 
relationships
• Identify new segments
• Influence the influencers
Text Analysis
• Quantify unstructured 
data
• Mine for connections 
among topics
• Track sentiment and  
perceptions
• Strategically manage 
brand reputation
Exhibit 2
social media analytics categories
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Comprehensive Social Media Program




•Tactically react to issues and 
questions
•Consolidate and summarize all 
activity into one interface
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Text Analytics
• Scan volumes of documents 




• Uncover related concepts in large 
volumes of conversations
• Predict or understand behaviorText Mining
• Analyze content to determine perceptions
• Identify elements that matter to your 
guests
• Proactively manage brand reputation
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questions
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activity into one interface
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Framework for Evaluating Opportunities*
                        TIME ORIENTATION
INFORMATION 
FLOW






Inform promotional and 
pricing decisions
1. Configuration and 





2.  Customer relationship 
development
3.  Distribution channel 
management 
Drive demand creation 
and build brand 
awareness
1. Execution of push 








at specific customer 
groups
2.Engagement in social 
blogging
*From Noone, McGuire & Rohlfs 2011
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Comprehensive Social Media Program
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questions
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activity into one interface










social media analysis strategy
 Based on: Breffni M Noone, Kelly A McGuire, and Kristin V Rohlfs, “Social Media Meets Hotel Revenue Management: Opportunities, Issues and Unanswered Questions,”Journal 

























































































































Professor Rohit Verma (left) with Vikram Oberoi, Oberoi Hotels and 
Resorts
































Patrick Andres, Sabre Hospitality Solutions, with Suborno Bose, 
Indismart Group 
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